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Executive summary 

Motivated employees – essential to business success

One of the primary goals of all managers is to motivate employees to achieve the highest-level 

performance of which they are capable – and for good reason. Higher employee motivation leads 

to greater creativity, productivity and discretionary effort, which in turn lead to improved company 

performance.1 Furthermore, working for a successful company itself becomes a component of 

employee motivation, helping create and sustain a cycle of performance improvement. 

Evidence of this relationship can be found in the 

Forbes magazine list of the “100 Best Companies 

to Work for in America,” which highlights 

organizations that have achieved high rates of 

employee satisfaction and motivation. Revenues, net 

income and job growth for these companies were 

substantially higher than they were for companies 

with average levels of employee satisfaction.2 

How can you, as an employer, achieve similar results? Research indicates that you should start 

with your human resources practices, which can have a direct impact on employee motivation.3 

It is essential that you understand the relationship of employee motivation to your company’s 

performance, that you identify strategies to motivate your employees to increase their discretionary 

effort, and that you have a plan to effectively implement those strategies, which ultimately will 

contribute to your company’s success. 

Effective motivational practice

Human resources professionals have documented a wide range of effective practices for motivating 

employees, most of which can be grouped into several key objectives, including:  

Understand employee needs

•  Devise employee management programs and practices that aim to satisfy emerging or unmet 

needs such as offering flexible work schedules or benefit plans to employees.

• Actively seek employee input regarding issues that are important to them. 

 

motivation
higher 

discretionary 
effort

improved firm
performance

Businesses have the 
power to directly impact 

employee impact motivation 
through their employee 
management practices.4 
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Offer fair compensation 

• Establish hiring and promotion decisions that are based on merit- and job-related information. 

•  Find out employee perceptions of salary, working conditions, supervisor relationships, company 

policies and other dissatisfying extrinsic factors through informal conversations, interviews or 

attitude surveys.

• Respond quickly and accordingly to correct potential problems. 

Build an effective employee rewards program 

• Consider using a combination of rewards in your company’s reward system. 

•  Start by examining and addressing sources of dissatisfaction, such as salary, workplace relationships 

and job security. 

•  Next, improve motivating factors, such as employee recognition, career growth and increased 

responsibility levels. 

Set challenging goals 

• Set difficult goals that are quantifiable and measurable. 

• Make sure employees understand and support the goals.

Link employee results and rewards  

• Develop and communicate performance standards and reward systems to all employees. 

• Give employees regular feedback on their progress towards their goals. 

• Quickly reward goal and performance achievement. Great results should equal great rewards. 

Creating and maintaining a motivated workforce 

Successful business owners and managers have long had an intuitive understanding of the positive 

impact that motivated employees can have on business results and shareholder returns. Until 

more recently, however, there has been little scientific evidence to document the extent of the 

relationship. Now, research has established that link, showing that higher employee motivation 

leads to greater employee creativity, productivity and discretionary effort, which in turn lead 

to improved company performance.5 Additionally, working for a successful company itself 

becomes a component of employee motivation, helping create and sustain a cycle of 

performance improvement.  
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Further evidence for the relationship between employee motivation and business performance can 

be found in the companies on the Forbes magazine list of the “100 Best Companies to Work for in 

America.” The list highlights companies that have differentiated themselves as employers of choice 

by achieving some of the highest scores for job satisfaction and employee motivation. But the real 

story lies in the relationship between those scores and the companies’ performance. 

 

Revenues of six of the 100 Best Companies 

(Microsoft, Southwest Airlines, General Electric, 

FedEx, Wal-Mart, Hewlett-Packard) outgrew the 

revenues of comparable companies (Sears, United 

Airlines, General Motors, Xerox, Texas Instruments, 

Consolidated Freightways) by a margin of four 

to one from 1985 through 1996. Net income 

for the high job satisfaction companies grew by 

more than 202%, compared to 139% for average 

satisfaction companies – out earning them on 

average by nearly $40 billion. The mean net 

income per employee for the Best Companies was 

$552,000 compared to the average companies’ 

net income per employee of $167,000. In 

addition, employers with the most motivated 

employees added an average of 79,000 new jobs 

per company, while the companies with mediocre 

job satisfaction ratings lost an average of about 

61,000 jobs over the same 10-year period.7  

A definitive example of how a highly motivated workforce translates into greater effort and company 

performance is Southwest Airlines. Relative to its competitors, Southwest has fewer employees 

per aircraft (79 versus 131), carries more passengers per employee (2,318 versus 848), has more 

available “seat miles” per employee (1,891,082 versus 1,339,995), receives higher customer 

satisfaction scores, and generates higher earnings than its competitors.8 

These data and examples show clearly that employee motivation drives improved discretionary 

effort, which in turn increases company performance. This still leaves us, however, with a key 

question: How can business owners and managers effectively motivate their employees to increase 

their discretionary effort?

The role of HR practices in motivating employees 
 
The same research that links employee satisfaction to business performance also shows that 

businesses have the power to directly impact employee motivation through their employee 

management practices.9 Therefore, in order to successfully guide your employees toward 

accomplishing organizational objectives, you need to understand the principles that 

enhance motivation. 

Higher employee motivation 
leads to greater employee 
creativity, productivity and 
discretionary effort, which 
in turn lead to improved 
company performance.6 
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This paper describes many of these principles, along with the successful managerial practices that 

can be applied to improve employee motivation. Because of the wide variety of company types and 

the individual business situations they face, there is no set theory or combination of theories that can 

be applied universally. Rather, it is up to each employer to identify the motivational practices that are 

best suited to his or her company’s workforce. The general approach for deciding which practices 

are appropriate for your company involves first determining where you can improve, then matching 

those improvement opportunities with the applicable theories and principles. 

  

One effective way to motivate employees is to address their needs. This seems obvious, but 

understanding the nature of employee needs and how they are linked to motivation is important 

for developing effective motivational strategies. Two popular need theories that explain motivation 

include Maslow’s hierarchy of needs and McClelland’s need theory.

 

Maslow proposed that motivation is a hierarchal function of five basic human needs: physiology, 

safety, love, self-esteem, and self-actualization. The needs are arranged in a stair-stepped fashion, 

so when one need is satisfied, such as 

physiological needs, an individual will 

proceed to satisfy needs of safety and so on 

through self-actualization. 

McClelland’s need theory states that people 

are motivated to fulfill one of three basic 

needs: the need for achievement, the need 

for affiliation, and the need for power.

People who have the need for achievement 

share three common characteristics: (1) 

a preference for working on moderately 

difficult tasks, (2) a preference for 

situations where performance is based in 

individual effort and not on luck (pay-for-

performance), and (3) a desire for more 

feedback regarding their success and failures than those who are low achievers. Achievement-oriented 

individuals also tend to perform the best out of the three types.

People who have the need for affiliation prefer to spend more time working with others and 

maintaining social relationships; they want to be loved and cared for. These people are not usually 

good managers or leaders because they are concerned with being liked or disliked when  

eventually lose motivational making hard decisions.  

People who have the need for power 

prefer to influence, teach, coach or 

encourage others to achieve. Of the three 

types of people, studies have shown that 

those with the need for power perform 

best in leadership positions.10 

Self-
Actualization

Self Esteem

Love

Safety

Physiological

Understand employee needs

Because satisfi ed needs may eventually 
lose motivational potential, you should 

motivate employees by designing 
programs or practices that aim to 
satisfy emerging or unmet needs. 
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Management tip – fl exible and individual rewards

Need theory suggests that a satisfied need may eventually lose its motivational potential. 

Consequently, you should motivate employees by designing programs or practices that 

aim to satisfy emerging or unmet needs. In considering Maslow’s need theory when 

developing a rewards system to motivate employees, managers should:

• Obtain employee input and tailor rewards to the employees’ needs. 

• Consider offering flexible schedules and flexible benefit plans.11, 12 

Management tip – staffing

Managers should consider McClelland’s need theory when transferring employees to 

different positions of work or when hiring new individuals. Some ideas include: 

•  During the selection process, consider achievement, power and affiliation needs for 

better personnel placement. 

•  Create challenging job assignments for achievement-oriented individuals, as goal 

commitment (which influences performance) is positively correlated with the need 

for achievement. 

•  Consider placing individuals with a need for power in positions of leadership, as 

individuals with needs for affiliation and achievement are not well suited for top 

management positions. 

Build an effective employee rewards program 
 
Probably the most well-known and applied motivation theory is Frederick Herzberg’s motivator-

hygiene theory. Herzberg’s work was the first of its kind to address the importance of non-monetary 

rewards in motivating employees.Herzberg found two distinct and separate sets of factors associated 

with job satisfaction and dissatisfaction.

Satisfying experiences are most often associated with the non-monetary, or intrinsic, content of 

the work. These include such variables as achievement, recognition, personal growth, personal 

responsibility and the characteristics of the work. These intrinsic factors are positively associated with 

strong effort and performance. Intrinsic factors cause a person feeling neutral about a job to feel 

more satisfied and to develop increased motivation.

Dissatisfying experiences result from the extrinsic work environment. These factors include 

company policies, salary, co-worker relations, supervisorrelation ships, status, supervision, personal 

life and job security. Extrinsic factors causea person who feels neutral about the job to feel dissatisfied 

and less motivated.

However, according to Herzberg, motivation can occur only when all dissatisfying experiences 

are eliminated, since any type of motivator can be canceled by an unresolved dissatisfying 

experience.13, 14 
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In essence, the extrinsic factors can be likened to a foundation and intrinsic factors to a building. 

If you want to motivate your employees, you must begin with the foundation and eliminate factors 

that dissatisfy your employees such as perceived low salary or wages, poor working conditions, 

and poor supervisory feedback and supervisory relationships. Once the foundation is secure and 

complete, then you can proceed to build employee motivation in your company. 

 start here…  then proceed to… 

 extrinsic factors  intrinsic factors 

 Status of personal life  Work itself 

 Job security and work conditions  Advancement 

 Salary in relationship to peers  Achievement 

 Relationship with subordinates  Recognition 

 Supervision  Responsibility 

 Company policy and administration  Personal growth 

 Relationship with supervisor 

Management tips – use of extrinsic and intrinsic rewards

Herzberg’s model helps you focus on extrinsic rewards to reduce dissatisfaction and to 

focus on intrinsic rewards to increase motivation in the workplace. Managers whose 

companies experience low job satisfaction rates or low rates of employee motivation should 

consider this model to increase job satisfaction and motivation. Possible actions include:

•  Find out what extrinsic factors (salary, job security, work conditions, etc.) are 

dissatisfying your employees. This can be done through informal conversations, 

attitude surveys or suggestion boxes. Then work to eliminate these dissatisfying 

factors from your workplace. 

•  After eliminating dissatisfying factors, consider creating reward systems based on 

intrinsic factors such as individual recognition. 

•  Modify jobs to give employees opportunities to experience achievement, stimulating 

work, responsibility and advancement. You can do this by giving employees more 

responsibility and tasks that may normally performed by their supervisors.

Offer fair compensation 
 
Equity theory states that a person makes judgments 

about fairness by forming a ratio of his or her 

perceived work or inputs to the perceived outputs 

or rewards. An individual then compares this ratio 

to other employees. If the ratio of inputs to outputs 

is perceived the same for another employee, then 

individuals will feel that they are being treated fairly 

and will be motivated to perform better. On the other 

hand, perceived inequality has been shown to lead 

to low motivation and high rates of absenteeism, 

turnover and employee theft.

Perceived inequality has
been shown to lead to low
motivation and high rates
of absenteeism, turnover

and employee theft. 
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If an employee sees that another employee actually earns more money than he or she earns for 

the same input, the employee will be disgruntled and not motivated to perform. Hence, fair 

compensation is an important motivator in companies.

Research has identifi  ed many of the inputs and outputs that individuals use to measure equity 

within organizations. By being familiar with these factors, you will be better able to detect unfair 

reward systems in your company.

 inputs  outputs 

 Skills  Pay 

 Creativity  Bonuses 

 Education/training  Seniority 

 Experience  Benefi ts 

 Job effort  Working conditions 

 Age  Job perquisites 

 Personal appearance Status symbols

 Personality traits  Fringe benefi ts

  Satisfying supervision

  Recognition

  Promotions

  Challenging assignments

  Participation in important decisions

Management tip – compensation & employee performance appraisals

It is important to understand how beliefs and attitudes affect job performance. The following 

managerial practices related to equity have been shown to increase employee motivation.

•  Strive to base hiring and promotion decisions on merit-based and job-related information.

• Ensure that your compensation program is perceived to be fair by employees.

•  Consider allowing employees more participation in decision making about important 

work outcomes. Employees are more satisfi  ed with their performance appraisals and 

resultant outcomes when they feel they have a voice during the review.

• Allow employees to have input in decisions that affect their welfare.

•  Find out employee perceptions of equity through informal conversations, interviews or 

attitude surveys and respond quickly and accordingly to correct organizational issues.15

Link employee results and rewards

Expectancy theory states that people are motivated to behave in ways that produce valued 

outcomes.16 For example, expectancy theory can predict whether an employee will quit or stay at 

work and whether the employee will work harder or less hard on a task. This can be explained by 

a simple two-stage sequence of expectations: Effort leads to individual performance and individual 

performance leads to outcomes.

Effort Performance Outcome
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Motivation is based on the expectancy that a certain level of effort will lead to a level of performance 

and outcome. Conversely, if an employee perceives that working harder on a task will not lead 

to any increase in rewards, he or she will not work any harder than usual. Simply put, effective 

compensation programs strongly link employee results to employee rewards. Great results should 

lead to great rewards.

Management tip – employee rewards

You can enhance employee effort and performance expectations by helping employees 

accomplish their goals. This can be done by coaching, providing support and guidance, 

and ensuring employees have the resources necessary to do their job correctly. In addition, 

this support should be enhanced by implementing employee reward systems that directly 

link results and rewards.

•  Use a formal performance appraisal process to identify good performance. Great results 

should produce great employee rewards. Poor results should lead to little or no rewards.

•  Design challenging jobs and make sure employees have the support and resources 

needed to meet targeted performance goals.

• Develop and communicate performance standards and reward systems to employees.

• Use valid and accurate performance ratings for employee comparison.

•  Determine the combination of individual versus team contribution to performance and 

reward them accordingly.

Set challenging goals
 
Goal setting is another method you can use to 

motivate your employees. In fact, setting performance 

goals has been proven to increase individual, group 

and organizational performance. A goal-setting 

system that has been popular is management by 

objectives (MBO). Basically, MBO is a management 

system that incorporates employee participatio in goal 

setting, decision making and objective feedback.

Recent research showed that 68 out of 70 companies that currently used MBO showed productivity 

gains. Of those fi rms that had managers fully committed to the system, the gains were over 56%.17

Among companies that
incorporated employees in
goal setting, 97% achieved

productivity gains. 
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Management tip – goals

Reviews of many goal-setting studies reveal the following insights. Set diffi cult and 

challenging goals. Sixty-fi ve studies that included 4,000 people showed that goal diffi culty 

was positively related to performance.

•  Goals must be specifi c and quantifi  able (sell 10 cars per month, for example). Employees

are only motivated to achieve goals when they are clear, simple and measurable.

•  Obtain employee buy-in or support in the goal-setting process. Studies have shown that 

if employees do not support the goal, they will not be motivated to fulfi ll it.

•  Provide feedback on the goals. Goals inform employees about standards and 

expectations, and feedback provides the information needed to adjust effort, direction 

and strategies for goal accomplishment.

•  Pay should only be linked to goal achievement only when (a) goals are able to be gauged 

and quantifi able, (b) goal achievement is under employees’ control, and (c) frequent 

large payments are made for performance achievement.18

Conclusion 
 
Success in business hinges on your ability to use assets more effectively than your competitors. 

Because employees typically represent a company’s most valuable asset, they also represent the 

largest opportunity to improve company performance – and shareholder returns. By understanding 

the factors that motivate employees and the processes by which you can infl  uence those factors, 

you will be better able to increase your employees’ discretionary effort and, as a result, your 

company’s performance.

Because every company is unique, there is no one-size-fi ts-all approach to employee motivation. 

It’s up to you to determine the combination of practices that will have the greatest impact on your 

employees. First determine where you can improve, then use the appropriate theories and principles 

that address the specifi  c areas you identify. By investing the time it takes to identify opportunities 

to improve employee motivation – and by taking the actions that will increase discretionary 

performance – you will be making a cost-effective investment in the success of your company.
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